SHIL on the Web is the Website of the Israeli Citizens' Advice Bureau. It provides information about rights, social benefits, government and public services and civil obligations. Activity on the site approaches 10,000 pages visited per day. It has interfaces in four languages: Hebrew, Arabic, Russian and English. Logfile analysis of the SHIL Website revealed to our surprise that about 60.7% of the requests reaching SHIL from external sites (excluding requests from robots) are from general search engines (e.g. Google and MSN), and users reach a specific page on the site linked from the search results page. This finding seems to indicate that the site is not known well enough to the public. On the other hand the site is very active, thus it seems to serve Israeli citizens well, even without being a well known brand. In this paper we analyzed the external requests coming from search engines. The analysis is based on the 266,295 queries from search engines that reached SHIL during March-October 2005. Studying queries submitted to search engines is a novel technique for analyzing the access patterns to the site and provides a better also go to the library or to a nearby information centre. However, today more and more people turn to the Web in order to fulfil their information needs. The World Wide Web has become a major information source in the developed world (e.g., [3] ). Suppose that our citizen decided to seek a solution to his information problem through the Web. Again he has a number of options: perhaps he is aware of some site that might provide the necessary information -in this case he can type in the URL to the location bar of his browser or retrieve the URL from his bookmark list; for Israeli citizen information, SHIL on the Web (www.shil.info), the Website of the Israeli Citizens' Advice Bureau, would be a good choice. Another option is to recall an ad on the TV or on the radio, inviting him to visit the governmental portal -in Israel, the Government portal (www.gov.il) is constantly advertised, or he may choose to browse a directory like Yahoo! (dir.yahoo.com) or The Open Directory (www.dmoz.org), or a local directory, like Walla (www.walla.co.il) in Israel. Of course, he may also type in a query relating to his information need into the search box of a search engine and hope that by clicking on one of the results displayed for his query, he will be able to solve his information problem.
Introduction
What can an individual do when he needs information on public and governmental services and entitlements, especially when he is not sure what government office will provide an answer to his information need? He may ask friends and relations -strong social ties, or he may approach a Citizens' Advice Bureau (CAB, e.g., [1] ) or use a phone hotline, like the 2-1-1 information and referral helpline in the United States and Canada [2] , he can also go to the library or to a nearby information centre. However, today more and more people turn to the Web in order to fulfil their information needs. The World Wide Web has become a major information source in the developed world (e.g., [3] ). Suppose that our citizen decided to seek a solution to his information problem through the Web. Again he has a number of options: perhaps he is aware of some site that might provide the necessary information -in this case he can type in the URL to the location bar of his browser or retrieve the URL from his bookmark list; for Israeli citizen information, SHIL on the Web (www.shil.info), the Website of the Israeli Citizens' Advice Bureau, would be a good choice. Another option is to recall an ad on the TV or on the radio, inviting him to visit the governmental portal -in Israel, the Government portal (www.gov.il) is constantly advertised, or he may choose to browse a directory like Yahoo! (dir.yahoo.com) or The Open Directory (www.dmoz.org), or a local directory, like Walla (www.walla.co.il) in Israel. Of course, he may also type in a query relating to his information need into the search box of a search engine and hope that by clicking on one of the results displayed for his query, he will be able to solve his information problem.
It turns out that many Web users choose the last option and even if they are aware of some of the other possibilities they prefer to turn to a search engine, most likely to Google [4, 5] . According to the findings published in [4] an increasing number of the search queries are "navigational queries" [6] . Thus, it seems that as queries to the search engine against the site's "response" -the page that they reached from the search engine.
We are not aware of any previous studies that employed such methodology. The user sees snippets for all the results presented by the search engine for his/her query and makes a conscious decision to click on the specific result -a result that seems relevant to the information problem at hand.
The SHIL Website
SHIL on the Web operates on a proprietary content management system; it has a directory-like structure (see Figure 1 ) with top-level categories, listed here in the order of appearance
• Economics
• Transportation
• Work relations
• Welfare
• National Insurance
• Absorption and immigration
• Health
• Environment
• Consumers
• Taxes and fees
• Army and security
• Housing and accommodation
• Education
• Family matters
• Registrars
• Law and justice
• Other
• SHIL offices
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Most of the information is in Hebrew, some of it is translated into Arabic and Russian as well. In each category there are a number of articles, explaining topics related to the category. Information sources for the articles include governmental publications and communiqués, as well as popular press articles, suggestions and contributions from the public and constituent organizations. A specific article may belong to multiple categories.
The site is updated almost daily by SHIL volunteers and staff -the date of last update appears on each article. In many cases there are almost no links in the articles neither to other parts of the site nor to outside sources.
However there are navigational links to the homepage and to the category or categories the article belongs to.
There is a search box on each page that allows the users to search within the site and this feature allows the users to search for further information on their topic. The users are encouraged to provide feedback; they can score the specific article on a scale of 1 to 5 or comment on it. On the homepage there is a list of new and updated articles.
The site operates forums in Hebrew and Russian, where the users ask specific questions and SHIL staff and volunteers answer these questions often by directing the user to a specific article in the site. The Hebrew language forum receives about 30 questions a day; its Russian language counterpart is less active. An Arabic and a Russian mirror of the entire site, including interactive components is under development; currently only partial content is available in these languages. Arabic is an official language in Israel, and there is need for information in Russian as well due to the large number of immigrants from the former Soviet Union, who arrived to Israel in the 1990's. There is an English language interface as well.
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Related studies
There are a number of studies that analyzed search engine logs. One of the first major studies was based on a set of almost 1,000,000,000 queries presented to AltaVista during a 43 days period in August-September 1998 [11] .
Findings of the study included data on the average number of terms (a single word or a phrase enclosed in quotation marks) per query (2.35 Finally we mention two studies that analyzed the referer field of Web site logs (the page visited just before hitting a page on the site). Thelwall [29] analyzed the log of the site of the Wolverhampton University Computer
Based Assessment Project for a period of ten months in 2000 and found that nearly 80% of the external hits were requests from search engines, most of them from Yahoo. He also analyzed query phrasings, but because the targeted site was very small (only five pages) there were only minor variations to the queries.
Davis [30] studied the distributions of a set of referrals to the American Chemical Society's site. The aim of the study was to understand how scientists locate published articles. In this case only 10% of the referrals were from search engines.
Theoretical framework
Information behaviour in electronic environments
One of the first models for online searching is Bates' berrypicking model [31] . She described online searching as a process where the user during his/her search collects pieces of information. These pieces may influence and change the original information problem and at the same time help the user to modify the query, so that the results will better suit the information need. An extensive, user-centred model of information seeking in the electronic environment was introduced by Marchionini [32] . He defined several stages in the information seeking process. These stages may follow one another sequentially, but often the information seeker goes back to a previous stage and changes some of the settings defined at that stage so that he/she can proceed more successfully. The stages are: recognize and accept an information problem; define and understand the problem;
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One of the earliest models of Web searching was proposed Choo, Detlor and Turnball [33] . Their model was based on existing models for information behaviour (by Ellis [34] ) and scanning (by Aguilar [35] ) that were not developed for the Web environment. The first model that was developed specifically for searching the Web was introduced by Holscher and Straube [36] . Their model quantified the transitions between different states of the model: information need, direct access, search engine interaction, examining a document and browsing a Web site. Broder [6] defined a taxonomy of query types. He differentiated between informational, navigational and transactional queries. In the SHIL query log we identified informational and navigational queries (looking for a specific site or page).
Intermediation in electronic environments
One of the great promises of e-commerce was disintermediation ("displacement of market middlemen who traditionally are intermediaries between producers and consumers by a direct new relationship between manufacturers and content originators with their customers" ( [37] p. 29). However, in parallel to disintermediation we also witness re-intermediation. Bailey and Bakos [38] provided empirical findings on the existence of intermediaries in electronic markets. On the other hand, Burt [39] claims that what he calls "secondhand brokerage" is negligible compared to direct contacts. Our results indicate that this is probably not the case in electronic environments. Sarkar, Butler and Steinfeld [40] claim that intermediation will not disappear and a new form of intermediation, called cyberintermediation will be created. Cybermediaries are new type of intermediaries who "perform the mediating tasks in the world of electronic commerce". Intermediaries in electronic environments have the ability to aggregate search efforts and increase the efficiency of information seeking [41] .
One can view the search engines as primary intermediaries -without them we have no efficient access to the huge amounts of information residing on the Web. According to [40, 42] one of the roles of intermediaries is to facilitate searching. In our case, without intermediation, users would directly approach government offices to
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Research questions
Unlike most previous studies of Websites, we decided not to analyze simply the logfiles, but to concentrate only on requests that originated from search engines (external queries). The external queries convey more information about the users' intentions, information need and the way they formulate them, than a simply analysis of the distribution of the pages visited on the Website. In combination with the specific pages visited we can gain insights to the users' information problems. In addition we characterized the submitted queries so that the results of the current study can be compared to previous search engine and site log analyses. Differences are expected since SHIL is a multilingual site. There are no previous studies that analyzed query characteristics of Hebrew language queries, thus this study provides a baseline for Hebrew language searches on the Web.
Our aim was to understand:
• What information on public and governmental services and entitlements is of interest to users who arrive to SHIL on the Web from search engines?
• How do the queries relate to the titles of the Web pages the users reach from the search engine results page?
• What are the characteristics of these queries (query length, query terms, time submitted, etc.)? Are there specific problems because the site is multi-lingual?
• How do these queries compare to those submitted to general search engines and to queries submitted to local search engines, especially to the queries submitted to the Utah state government Website [29] that provides information that is comparable to the information provided by the SHIL site?
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Research design
Data collection
The dataset contained all the external hits to the SHIL Website for an eight months period between March 1, (most of these were excluded in a previous step of the data cleansing), or the user enters the URL manually to the location bar or clicks her Favorites list, disables the referrer or reaches the site through a non-browser link [43] .
We have no further information regarding the requests with empty referer field, and these records were not processed.
Each record contained the IP address of the requester, the exact time and date of the request, the referring site, the referring query for external queries and the requested page on the SHIL site. IP addresses were discarded from the analysis, to avoid privacy issues (like the recent release of the AOL search data [44] ).
Data analysis
All requests with status codes other than 200 (successful) and 304 (cached) were removed from the log, resulting in 297,153 records. This set included all successful external requests with explicit referers. Out of these only 17,922 did not originate in a query, i.e. the referral site was a portal or some other site with a link to SHIL. Note that only 5.8% of the external hits with explicit referers did not originate from a search engine. The major source of the external queries was google.co.il (71.6%), followed by google.com (10.6%), search.msn.co.il (6.3%) and walla.co.il (a local portal and search engine, 3.6%). Thus, over 80% of the external queries originated from Google sites.
The huge majority of the queries were in Hebrew, with some Arabic, Russian and Latin characters. The search engines employ various techniques for encoding the non-Latin queries in the referral URL, and it is not always easy or possible to filter out the actual query from this text. For example for queries originating from MSN, the Additional variations in encoding are caused by the fact that Hebrew and Arabic are written from right to left.
Some of the special characters were also problematic. In some cases in Hebrew the quotation mark (") is used in abbreviations -again posing a problem, both for the search engines and for the interpretation of the queries, especially when in a query there are two abbreviated terms.
After filtering out the majority of illegible queries, e.g. queries with question marks only, null queries, noncharacter strings; the dataset including 266,295 external queries (60.7% of the total log with requests from crawlers excluded) was loaded into MS Access, a relational database, for further analysis.
For each external query the log file records the page that was visited on the site. All the pages on SHIL Website are organized into categories and articles within the categories, where the top level page in each category has no article id, and contains a linked list of all the articles in the specific category. Thus, because of the structure of the SHIL site, all pages on the site are categorized. Sometimes an article belongs to several categories.
Results
We report basic characteristics of the external query logs: length of queries, most frequent queries, and the pages visited from the results of these queries.
Query Length and the Use of Search Modifiers
Query length counts the number words in the query, where a word is a string of characters delimited either by a space or by the end of the query. Quotation marks were removed from the queries prior to counting the number of words in the query. The results appear in Table 1 .
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The mean number of query length is 2.9, which is comparable with other search engine log analyses [23, 28, 29] , however the distribution of the query lengths is rather different: in the SHIL log the percentage of single-word queries is surprisingly low as can be seen in Table 1 .
As expected, the variability in the four-word queries was higher than for the single word queries. Altogether while the most popular four-word query, small claims court (in Hebrew) occurred 1392 times, which constitutes only 3.5% of the four-word queries. 
Most Frequent Queries
The query log included 266,295 queries. Of these, 72,799 unique queries were identified. In Table 2 the twentyfive most frequent queries and their meanings in English are displayed.
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All the queries in Table 2 are Hebrew queries, the most frequently occurring query in Arabic was ‫ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ‬ ‫اﻟﻌﺒﺮﻳﺔ‬ ‫اﻟﻠﻐﺔ‬ (learning the Hebrew language) which occurred 286 times in the log. The most frequently occurring Russian query, социальное обеспечение (social security), occurred only 22 times. SHIL on the Web is currently being translated to Russian, and at the time the log was collected only a minority of the information in Hebrew was available in Russian as well. In the query log there were 2,729 Arabic queries (1.02%), 614 queries in Russian (0.23%) and 1162 queries included Latin characters (0.44%). The twenty-five most frequently occurring queries comprise 20.95% of the log. The remaining 72,774 queries cover 79.05% of the log.
The queries displayed in Table 2 provide an insight to the users' information needs and intentions. The top queries are for government offices. SHIL is an intermediary for these sites, because quite often the pages the users reach on the SHIL Website direct them to the appropriate section of the specific government Website.
By the Journal of Information Science: http://jis.sagepub.co.uk Figure 2 depicts the rank-frequency distribution of the queries on a log-log scale. There were a few frequently occurring queries, but the majority of the queries (52,065, 71.5% of the unique queries) occurred only once. 
Figure 2. Rank-frequency distribution of queries
We also looked at the frequencies of the query terms. Altogether 742,454 query terms were extracted from the 266,295 queries. The number of unique query terms was 18,845. The most frequently occurring query terms are parts of the most frequently occurring queries. The twenty five most popular words cover an even larger percentage of the total words (28.61%) than the twenty five most popular queries out of the total number of words (20.95%).
Queries in Arabic
The 2,729 queries in Arabic were analyzed separately. Table 3 lists the twelve most popular queries in Arabic.
The average length of the Arab language queries was slightly below the average in the log, 2.52 vs. 2.79 and the longest query was only seven words long. One has to take into account that not all the information in Hebrew is available in Arabic as well. It seems that the Arab language queries concentrate on learning Hebrew and on topics related to driving. Rather interestingly, the query lesbianism ‫)ﻣﺴﺎﺣﻘﺎت(‬ appeared ten times (0.37%), while variations of the word lesbian in Hebrew appeared in 56 queries (0.02%). One possible reason for this could be that SHIL is one of the top ranking sources on the topic in Arabic, but not in Hebrew. The specific article, in SHIL speaks about single-parent families and the adoption rights of homosexual or lesbian couples in Israel. 
Most frequently requested categories and articles
The five most popular categories appear in Table 4 . It is interesting to note that popularity does not correspond exactly to the order in which these categories appear on the home page of SHIL. In Table 5 the five most frequently listed articles can be viewed. We analyzed the most frequently visited pages in order to understand the relation between the most frequent queries and the most frequently visited pages. In Table 6 , we present the most frequently visited page for each of the ten most frequent queries (from Table 2 ). This analysis enabled us to relate the users' information needs as expressed by their queries with the answers provided by Website. We are not aware of any previous study that employed this type of analysis.
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By the Journal of Information Science: http://jis.sagepub.co.uk Let us take a closer look at the article that users reach most often when submitting queries to search engines and choose a result in SHIL. The article is: "Ministry of Interior Affairs -Services available at Post Offices". In most of the cases (58.1%, 6366 queries) for which the users are directed to this page the submitted query was "Ministry of Internal Affairs" (in Hebrew). As of the beginning of February 2006, when submitting this query to google.co.il, which was the major source of the external queries, the SHIL page is the third result, immediately after two pages from the Ministry's site. The title of the page clearly states that the page is about services available at Post Offices, and not about the Ministry or the services it provides in general. Thus, even though the query was very general, the users that clicked on the SHIL page were probably interested in this narrower aspect, or were unable to fulfil their information need at the Ministry's Web site. 
Discussion
What information on public and governmental services and entitlements is of interest to users who arrive to SHIL on the Web from search engines?
The most frequently occurring queries appear in Table 2 for Hebrew and in Table 3 for Arabic. The queries in Hebrew are mainly general and/or navigational queries. The pages the users reach for these queries often contain links to the specific government sites. Thus, SHIL acts as an intermediary in these cases. Especially interesting is the case of the Ministry of Labour, which due to the change in its name is quite unreachable without the help of an intermediary. The queries in Arabic, unlike the Hebrew queries, are information queries. It will be interesting to further investigate the differences between the Hebrew and Arabic queries. Next, we discuss four top queries in detail.
Let us consider the most frequently occurring query, National Insurance. The users were looking for the National Insurance Institute of Israel (http://www.btl.gov.il/English/eng_index.asp). The query appeared in several variants, two of them appear among the top twenty-five queries. By inspecting the frequently occurring queries, we came across a few more variation, altogether SHIL was queried for the National Insurance Institute at least 10,326 times (not counting queries where the users were looking for specific offices) -3.9% of the queries.
When submitting the query National Insurance (in Hebrew) to Google, the top result, of course, is the National Previous studies [4, 5] report the frequent use of search engines as a navigational tool. In this context we examined how many queries contained the term SHIL -in English or on Hebrew with variant spellings (SHIL, SH.I.L or SHI"L). We found 2735 queries (1.03%) that contained a variant of the word SHIL. Users who submitted queries containing the word SHIL were obviously aware of the existence of the SHIL project and used the search engine for navigational purposes. Table 6 provides details about the Web page the users most often reach for the most frequent queries. Some of the pages are link pages (with links to all pages in the given category), but most of them are content pages, with extensive and updated information. Interesting to note, that the search engines direct the users to different Web pages for variant spellings of the National Insurance. The reason for this is that National Insurance is spelled differently on the category page and on the page for the disabled. The search engines very consistently direct the users to the same Web pages. Since before clicking on a search engine result, users see the title, URl and the snippet of the page, we assume that the users clicked on the SHIL pages, because they were somewhat confident that they will find an answer to their information problem.
How do the queries relate to the titles of the Web pages the users reach from the search engine results page?
What are the characteristics of these queries (query length, query terms, time submitted, etc.)? Are there specific problems because the site is multi-lingual?
We have not experienced specific problems because of the multilingualism of the site, except perhaps that we discarded some external queries because they were not encoded properly.
In the SHIL on the Web log, 86.9% of the queries are between two and four words long, whereas for the other logs the percentage ranges between 59.7% and 67.8% (see Table 7 ). This finding is rather surprising, especially since Hebrew is a "compact" language. Most of the prepositions, the definite article and some of the conjunctions are prefixed to the word and are not stand-alone words, for example The Ministry of Finance, is only a two-word phrase in Hebrew -MISRAD HAOTZAR. Thus, we expected that in the SHIL log short queries will be more prevalent than in the mainly English logs. The SHIL log is the only log for which the percentage of four word queries is higher than the percentage of single word queries. Still, if we consider the most frequently occurring queries (see Table 2 ), we see that only two queries in the set are single-word queries.
It would be of great interest to analyze the Hebrew language queries submitted to general search engines with the SHIL logs in order to find out whether the Hebrew language searcher behaves differently from the American or
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Comparison with previous studies
The results of our analysis are compared with the data reported for the Utah state government Website [29] and with the results of the analyses of the logs of general search engines [23] . The Utah state government Website provides comparable information to the information provided by SHIL. Comparison with logs of general search engines is mainly relevant for query length.
It is possible that only queries submitted to SHIL are relatively long, because users that reach the SHIL Website having rather complex problems, and the phrasing of such problems requires longer queries. If we accept this explanation, we should expect a similar finding for the Utah government Website. However, the query length distribution for the Utah site does not differ from the distribution for the general search engines. The longest query for the Utah government Website was a 40-word query, for SHIL the longest query contained 56 words (due to some automatic transformation by the search engine), the longest "real" query was 40 words long for SHIL on the Web as well. The most frequently used query modifier was the quotation marks for phrase search (7,617 queries, 2.9% of the queries). Wolfram et al. [14] in their analysis of an Excite log of about 50,000 queries found that Boolean operators and query modifiers (+/-) were used in 24.7% of the queries, and were misused in about 34.9% of the cases. In our query log, the occurrence of Boolean operators and search modifiers was only 3.6%. A possible reason could be that it is not straightforward to use some of these operators with Hebrew or Arabic, especially the use of the quotation marks for phrase searches is difficult. The query looks OK when searching only for a phrase, but when trying to search for a phrase and some standalone word(s), the quotation marks move unexpectedly and it is difficult to tell whether the search engine is able to interpret the query correctly.
Comparing the top queries in the SHIL log to the top queries in the Utah state Website [28] , we see some similarities. Frequently occurring queries the Utah log included: employment, unemployment, jobs (queries similar to "dismissal compensation", "Ministry of Labour"), real estate (somewhat similar to "tenant protection law", "Housing Advice Association"), drivers license (similar to "Licensing Authority") and Medicaid ("Ministry of Health").
Limitations
The logfiles of a single site during a specific time period were analyzed. The findings are not necessarily generalizable. However, the method of pairing queries with the visited Web pages can be applied in other settings as well.
Conclusions
SHIL on the Web is a large content site that provides information on public and governmental services and entitlements. It seems that awareness to this site among Israeli Internet users was not very high as a considerable number of external hits were initiated through search engines. SHIL serves the public well even without brand awareness; it achieves its mission by enhancing findability on the Web. "Findability is the biggest story on the Web today, and its reach will only grow as the tidal waves of channel convergence and ubiquitous computing
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In this study we employed a novel technique of pairing the external queries with the Web pages the user was shown when clicking on the search result. The query together with the visited Web page provide a better insight to the information problem the user faced when searching the Web than other log analysis methods. Users who reached the SHIL pages as a result of their searches, saw the search snippet first and consciously chose to view the SHIL page.
Rather surprisingly longer queries were more prevalent in the SHIL log than in the other logs analyzed in the literature, even though Hebrew is a "compact" language, with articles and prepositions prefixed to the nouns. The differences between the most frequent Hebrew and Arab queries should be further investigated. In addition, in the future we plan to incorporate the log analysis with user studies in order to gain a better understanding of users' information needs on public and governmental services and entitlements.
